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Abstract - -SmaU particles in the suspended state form in the nonuniform concentration field 
of admixture components a  a result of steel deoxidation i melts. The hydrodynamic regimes of 
motion of particles interacting with changing concentration gradients occur in these conditions. A 
hydrodynamic theory of such self-consistent motion is constructed in the present paper. A relation 
determining the dependence of the velocity of relative motion of the particle-melt continuum on 
the gradient of the admixture concentration is obtained. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
ieywords--Hydrodynamic effective mechanism ofremoving admixtures from melts. 
INTRODUCTION 
The hydrodynamic systems, which are melts of iron with suspended small corundum particles 
of typical sizes ~ 1-40#m and more, are of interest in the metallurgic technology. Besides, in 
such systems, a melt can contain a surfactant (for example, oxygen) as an admixture. The hy- 
drodynamic behavior of the admixture and small particles deserves pecial attention, because 
removal of the admixture and surfactants from melts is the main problem of metallurgy. Nonuni- 
form adsorption of the surfactant at the surface of particles in the zone of the spatial gradient 
of the surfactant dissolved in the melt is an effective mechanism of removing admixtures from 
melts. In these conditions, hydrodynamic transport of particles with a self-consistent change in 
the spatial concentration of the surfactant takes place. Experimented evidence for the realization 
of this mechanism of hydrodynamic transport of macroscopic particles can be found in [1]. The 
problem of motion of a liquid drop in the field of constant concentration gradient has been solved 
in [2]. The purpose of the present paper is to obtain the hydrodynamic equations for admixture 
transport based on the mechanism described. 
Let Me be the mass of a system representing a melt with particles distributed in it, and let M1 
be the mass of an admixture in the melt and at the surface of the particles. If the relative motion 
of the particles and the melt is absent, then the first law of thermodynamics for the system with 
admixture can be written in the form 
deo = Tds  - pdV + #cdMc + f~l dM1 + ad~.  (1) 
Here, eo is the internal energy; T is the temperature; s is the entropy; p is the pressure; 
is the total surface of all particles, with ~ = qN, ~ is the area of one particle, N is the number 
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of particles in the volume V; a is the surface tension. In the presence of relative motion of the 
melt and the particles, a thermodynamically nonequilibrium system is generated, The first law 
of thermodynamics for this system is obtained from (1) 
deo = T ds - p dV + #c dMc + f~l dM1 + (r d ~ + (u - v) d Io, (2) 
where Io is the relative momentum of the particle-liquid continuum. The thermodynamic 
nonequilibrium state is due to the hydrodynamic separation of two continua: the melt with 
the velocity v, and the continuum of particles, the velocity of which is u. Since the macroscopic 
volumes of the systems being considered are characterized by the spatial gradients, one should 
pass, in formula (2), on to the corresponding densities 
eo = EoV, s = SV, M = pV, M1 = plY, ~ = ~JV, Io = joY, 
after which the first law of thermodynamics 
dEo = T dS + #c dp + ]21 dpl + ca d J  + (u - v) djo (3) 
can characterize a locally nonequilibrium element of the continuum. In (3), #1 = 121 -#c ,  J is the 
number of particles in the unit volume. Introducing the concentration c = Pl/P, it is convenient 
to represent (3) in the form 
dEo = TdS  + #dp + P#I dc + ~adJ  + (u - v) djo, (4) 
where 
~=~o+c(~1 - ,c) .  
Simultaneously with (3), we obtain an expression for the pressure 
p = -Eo  + TS  + PeP + #lPl + qaJ + (u - v) djo, 
the differential of which is calculated using (3) 
dp = S dT + p d#c + Pl d#l + ~J da + jo d (u - v).  (5) 
REVERSIBLE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Formula (3) characterizes the local nonequilibrium state of the particle continuum and the 
melt continuum moving relative to each other. Each of the continua contains a surfactant. The 
spatial variation of the thermodynamic variables of (3) is described by the conservation laws 
(9pl i) J 
0-T + div (ply + Do) = 0, 0--t- + div ( Jv + Jo) = 0, 
Op OS 
~ +div  (pv +jo) = O, 0---~ + div (Sv + Fo) = O, 
(6) Oji 
--~ + Ok(pvivk + V~jo,k + Vkjo,~ + IIo,~k) = 0, 
0_fiE0t + 0i Qo,~ + + Vjo + Eo v~ + +-~-Jo,i + Ho,kivk = 0, 
in which 
pv 2 
E=Eo+- - -~-+Vjo ,  j = jo  +pv.  (7) 
The structure of fluxes in (6) is due to the Galilei invariance of the conservation laws [3]. 
The fluxes with zero subscripts in (6) are the Galilei invariants and must be determined. As an 
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additional equation for the motion of liquid, we choose a quasilinear equation coinciding in its 
form with the continual form of the Newtonian equation and satisfying identically the conditions 
of thermodynamic equilibrium [4] 
0v + (v, V)v = ~v~c + pVT + 7V~i + ~V(~). (8) 
Ot 
Equations (6),(8) should be made consistent with each other and with the first law of thermo- 
dynamics (3). For this purpose, we differentiate the first relation from (7) with respect to time 
and, using (3), obtain 
OE OS ( v2 ) Op Opl Ov Oj OJ 
- - -~=T- -~+ #c+-~- -vu  -~+#i -~-+( j -ou) -~-÷uN+~a-~- .  (9) 
Since the conservation laws (6) and the equations of motion (8) are satisfied, equality (9) must 
be satisfied identically. Substituting the time derivatives from (6) and (8) into (9), we obtain 
Oi[Qo,~ - TFo,i - #cjo,i - qaJo,i - #lDo,i - (IIo,ki - p6ki - jo,kWi)Wk -- (jow)w~] 
---- VT[ -Fo  - /~( j  - pu) + Sw] - (1 + c~)V#c(j - pu) + V(~a)[ - Jo  - w(j - pu) + Jw] 
+VDI [ -Do  - 3'(J - pu) + p lW]  -- (Ho , ik  - -  p6ik - jo,~Wk)OkU~ + (wijo,k -- Wkjo,i)OkVi. 
Here w = u - v. In the absence of energy dissipation, the invariant flows must not depend 
on the gradients. Besides, the invariant flows must depend on the velocities only via the Galilei 
invariant w. These conditions can be satisfied, if we set [5] 
1 + c~ = O, Fo  + f~(j - pu)  - Sw = O, Jo  + w( j  - pu)  - Jw  = O, 
Do + 7(J - pu) - p iw  = O, Ho,ik = P~ik + jo,iWk, (10) 
Qo = TFo  + #cjo + ~aJo + #1Do + (joW)W, 
in the derivation of the latter relations, it is taken into account hat 
P = Ps + P~, jo = psw, j - pu = -p lw .  
Equality (5) makes it possible to write equation (8) in the following form: 
P zp 
The fluxes Fo, Jo, Do must be uniquely determined on a physically realistic background. Parti- 
cles in the liquid must be transported with the velocity u, because no flux of particles must occur 
in the liquid. Hence, 
OJ 
0-~ + div ( Ju)  = 0. 
This determines the flux value Jo = Jw  and, as a consequence, we obtain w = 0. The theory 
must give correct passages to the limit in the absence of surface tension. This is possible, if we 
choose 
S Pl /3 = - - ,  ~=- - - .  
P P 
Consequently, 
Fo = P---s Sw, Do = Pspiw. 
P P 
At such choice of fluxes, introduction of an admixture into the system does not change the 
equations of motion, which corresponds to the main property of the classical one-velocity theory 
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of solutions [3]. After determining the fluxes in this way, we obtain the formulation of the 
reversible variant of the hydrodynamic theory 
~-  + div (gu) = 0, -~ + div j = 0, Ot + div j = 0, 
OS (S  ) Oj, +Ok(psUiUk + ptvivk +pSik)=O, (11) 0--~ + div j = O, Ot 
0v Vp J Ps Vw 2 + (v, v )  v = - - -  + + 
0--T p p 
The latter two equations of the system lead to the equation 
Ou Vp pt Jva  2~ - - - [~t  s +div (psu)] • (12) +(u,V)  u= _ _ Vw 2 w 
P Ps P Ps 
Subtracting the latter equation of system (11) from equation (12), we obtain 
Ot +(w'V)  w+ Vw 2+(w,V)v+(v ,V)w=-~JVa-  w +div(psu) • (13) 
P, Ps 
Equation (13) suggests an important fact: the presence of the gradient of surface tension in the 
system is associated with the existence of the relative velocity of motion of the liquid and the 
particle continuum, i.e., the relation between Va and w is of locally kinetic character. 
IRREVERSIBLE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The total system of equations taking into account the dissipative ffects is obtained from (11) 
by adding the irreversible fluxes to the corresponding reversible fluxes of the conservation laws 
OJ Op 
~-  + div (Ju) = 0, 0--~ + div j = 0, 
Ot + div J - "~-(j - pu) + LI = O, 
0S [S. A AI,1 ,. q #~1]  R 
~-  + div p j  - ~ (j - pu) + --~-y-(j - pu) + ~ - -  - ~ ,  (14) 
Oji 
+ Ok(p,u~uk +plvivk + P~k + r~k) = O, 
0v Vp PSVw 2 ( / . t , )VT  0t + (v, V)v = - - -p  + cJVap + 2p + AIV ~ + A--~-- + f, 
OE 
-~- +div (Q +W)  = 0. 
In equations (14), R is the dissipative function, q, L1, W, and 7rik are the irreversible flows, and 
f is the friction force. Equations (14) must satisfy identically the differential form (3), which 
is possible at a certain choice of the irreversible flows. To satisfy the differential form (4), we 
substitute the time derivatives of (14) into relation (9) and, after simplifications, we come to the 
equality 
1 ( 1 ) (  15 ) 
- -~r~k (Okv~ + O ivk)  - ( j i  - pu i )  f~ + OkTr~k . 
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The left-hand side of the equation determines the irreversible nergy flux 
W/= qi - A (ji - pu~) + 7rikv/, 
and the right-hand side determines the dissipative function 
1 -~r~k (Okvi + Oivk)  . 
It is necessary to bring the latter expression to the following standard form: 
2 6 
7rik = Aik -t-a~ik, Av,, = O. The linear thermodynamic relations between the thermodynamic 
forces and the corresponding thermodynamic fluxes can be written, if we introduce the kinetic 
coefficients B l l ,  B22, B33,/323, A, A1, r/, and (, 
fi Jr" L0kTl'ik = -B l l ( J i  - if/is) - /~- -  - / \10 /  T ' 
Pt 
7 (.1) q = -A( j  - pu) - B22 - B23V ~' -  , 
7 (.1) TL1 = -A I ( j  - pu) - B23 - B33V ~-  , 
( , ) Aik : --rl OkVi q- O/Vk -- ]6ikdiv V , a = -f fdiv v. 
The dissipative function is a positive definite quadratic form 
R = Bl l  - pu + B1----~-T-- + Bn  
-1 2 2 
"~" B33 BI1 B22-~2.~11J (T ) ]  ' 
with 
B, I  _> 0, BnB22 _> ,k 2, (BlxB33 - A21) (Bl lB22 - A 2) _> (Bl lB23 - -  )~)~1)  2 • 
Substituting fluxes (16) into equations (14), we obtain the following system of equations: 
OJ Op Op, ( ) 
0--T + div ( Ju )  = 0, 0-~ + div j = 0, 0t + div c, psu + clptv + [-,1 = O, 
~-  + div Suu + Svv + T T = -T' 
+ Ok psu/uk + ptvivk + P~ik -- ~? Okvi + Oivk -- gdiikdiv v - (div v = 0, (18) Ot 
Ov....~ O/p Ps 0w 2 _ B11(ji - pui) 0t + (v, V )v /= - - -  + c Jo /a  + p p 
+ l ok [rl (Okv, + O,v~ - 2 ',k div v )  + ffdiv v] . 
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Here, we denote 
Pl 2AlPl Su = PS S + 2Apl 2Al#1p~ 
c.p. = pp .  +- -~,  . - -7  T2 , 
2AI#lpl PR 2Alp/ Sv = PSS-  2Ap__.~/+ T ~ '  
c~pl = PP l  T ' p p 
VT Bz3v (#1) 
L1 = -B23 72 ~" -~- , 
el= -B , , -~  - B,sV (~) .  
The system makes it possible to obtain an equation determining the velocity of the continuum 
of solid particles, 
0u Vp Pl ~P P~ w'~-'[ "~'+'divp8 (psu)], (19) ~- (U, V)U ~-~ ~Jvo"  - Vw 2 -~- B l l  0 - pu) - 
P Ps P 
which, together with the equation 
Ov~ O~p J P. ~_ 2 +(v ,V)v i=- - -+~ O~a+~-o~w -B11( j i -pu i )  0t p P zp 
2 v)  + + lcgk [rl (O,v, + cg, v, - -~6,,div P, ~div v] ,  (20) 
determines the variation of w 
Ot + (w, V)w~ + ~Oiw + (w, V)vi + (v, V)wi -- -~Oia  - wi + div (p.u) 
P. Ps 
2 v)  v] (21) --~spB11w' - lcgk [~l ( Okv' + o'vk - +,d iv  . 
For small velocities in the absence of the inertial and viscous effects, equation (21) gives an 
important result 
O~ + pBllW = ~Jva ,  Bll _> 0. 
P. 
The latter relation implies that the presence of the gradient of surface tension in the system 
generates the relative velocity of motion. In the absence of the gradient of surface tension, the 
velocity difference wo, since it has occurred, decays in accordance with the law 
W ,'~ Woe - t /v ,  "r -:. P___...~8 . 
pzpB11 
The stationary regime of motion is described by the equation 
w = - - - rVa .  (22) 
m 
The latter relation can be used to estimate the velocity of motion of an isolated particle in the field 
of constant gradient of the admixture concentration. This regime can be employed to estimate 
the constant r. 
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ADSORPT ION OF THE ADMIXTURE 
In the general case, redistribution of an admixture at the surface of particles is caused by the 
presence of the admixture flux from the liquid to the surface of particles. It is seen from the 
equation 
O--t (csps + czpt) + div Ps + - -  u - I -  Pl - -  V Jr- L1 = 0, (23) 
Pl = CsPs q- Clpl, 
that the absence of equal admixture concentrations in the liquid ct and in the particles cs is 
associated with the presence of the flux 
2Alp/w (24) 
T 
from the liquid to the particles. This flux is of kinetic nature and can be calculated from the 
consideration of the local stationary process, which causes the motion of particles as a result of 
nonuniform adsorption by the surface of particles in the field of the gradient of the admixture 
concentration. 
A simple analysis of the stationary process of admixture adsorption from a moving liquid on 
the surface of particles can be made for a spherical particle of radius a. Let the particle be at 
rest, and let the solution flow run on it from infinity with the velocity fi = (fi, 0, 0). Let us place 
the particle at the center of the spherical system of coordinates, direct the axis x colinearly to 
the velocity vector, and measure the angle 0 from the axis x, so that at r --* c~, 
vr = fi cos  0 ,  vo --~ -(z sin 0. (25) 
The stationary field of low velocities of an incompressible liquid satisfies equations [3] 
O~ 02Vr 1 02Vr 20Vr cot 00Vr 20vo 2v~ 2cot 0 
Or -- Or - -T  + r 2 00 ---~ + - + - -  - -  r '~'r  r2 O0 r 2 O0 r 2 r2 vo, 
O~ 02vo 1 c92v0 20vo cot 00vo 20vr  vo (26) 
0-0 -- Or - - -5 -  + r 2 O0 - -~ + - + - - - -  + O' r ~ r 2 00 r 2 00 r 2 sin 2 
OVr 10VO 2Vr VO cot 0 
o--7 + r -~ + - - - r  -o .  
Since tangential forces act on the liquid near the particle surface under nonuniform adsorption, 
the boundary conditions at the surface of a spherical particle should be written in the form 
vo(r = a) = Vo sin 0, (27) 
v~(r = a) = 0. 
In this case, in accordance with the method taking into account he external driving force acting 
on a particle [2], we require vanishing of the total viscous force 
f f ( Prr 0 Pro sin sin 0 dO O. 0) cos d~ (28) 
Here the integral is taken over the surface of the particle; Prr, Pro are the components ofthe tensor 
of momentum flux density. The solution to equation (26) satisfying conditions (25),(27),(28) has 
the form 
vr=2vo(a -1)  cosO, vo=2Vo(1-~r  ) ,  /5=po+2avocos0 .  (29) 
r 
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Conditions (25) make it possible to relate the tangential velocity at the surface of the particle 
with the relative velocity of motion of the continua 
w : 2Vo. 
As we know the velocity field (29), we can calculate the admixture flux for the particle. The 
stationary distribution of the admixture concentration is described at the surface of the particle 
by the equation 
05 vo 05 _ 025 
vr ~ + - (30) 
r 33 -U~r~ 
In this equation, 5 is the volume concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient. The angular term 
of the Laplacian is omitted in the right-hand side of the equation. The boundary conditions for 
equation (31) have the following form: 
5(r = oo) = ~, 5(r = a) = 5,, 5(r = a, e = 0) = ~. (31) 
The procedure of solving equation (30) is standard [2] and is realized by introducing the stream 
function 
¢=Vo -1  r 2sin 20, 
with 
1 o¢  1 o¢ 
Vr -- r2 sin 0 00 '  vo = r sin 0 Or" 
In equation (30), it is recommended to take ¢, 8 instead of the independent variables r, 8, making 
formal substitution of the variables 
(°) ¢(r, 8) = vo r - 1 r 2 sin 2 8, 8(r,O) = 8. 
In the new variables, we obtain the equation 
ve 05 =D[0¢2 \0 r ]  + "~ Or 2 j . (32) 
7 3 3 ¢  0 
Solutions to equation (32) near the surface of the particle are of interest to us. Let us determine 
the small parameter in the explicit form 
y=r -a  
and determine, in (32), the term of the principal order with respect o y 
05 = Daav ° sin3 _ 025 (33) 
33 00¢2" 
Equation (33) is supplemented bythe boundary conditions 
e(¢  = oo) = ~,, 5(¢ = 0) = c~, 5(¢ = 0, 8 = 0) = ~.  
Self-simulating solutions to the equation of "heat conductivity" (33) with these boundary condi- 
tions can be obtained easily 
2 _ f0 n 5 = - -~(el  - 5.) e -x '  dx + 5., 
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= aw F sin 2 9 (34) 
2~/2Dwa 3 (2 /3  - cos 0 + cos 3 0/3)" 
Solution (34 / makes it possible to calculate the density of the admixture flux for the particle [2] 
o ~=0°a = D(a~-a.), <5= V ~V(1  + cos0)~'_  
The average flux density for the particle is calculated by integrating the flux density over the 
surface of a spherical particle 
1 
D 2ra2s inOdO=~Y(c l -c . )p . ,~ ,  (35) 
where ci, c. are the mass local concentrations, p[ is the physical density of the melt. On the 
other hand, the flux obtained should be made consistent with formula (24) 
2Alp/ 2] ~Dw 
T " = V (c' -c.1.[ .  
We find from the latter equality that 
/--5-p[ c , - c .  (361 
~" = ~V ~ 
Since 
Pl 2Alpl Pl 2Aipl 
c'P" = 7 p' +-V- '  c,p~ = 7 p~ T ' 
we obtain, substituting AI from (36), 
.01 Pl , / -~' -  P[ 
c .p .  = pp .  + n(cl - c.), clpt = pp l  - A(cl - c.), A = V 3xa v ~"  (37) 
If the function F(c. / characterizes the adsorption properties of the particle surface, then, ignoring 
the mass of adsorbed oxygen at the surface of the particle, we can write 
p. = J [m + cr(c.)] ~ Jm,  Pl ~ P - Jm.  
Using the definition c = Pl /P,  we transform formula (37) 
Jet(c,) = c Jm + h(cl - c.), cl(p - Jm)  = c(p - Jm)  - A(cl - c.). (38) 
Equations (38) make it possible to determine the functions 
c, = c,( J, p, c), c. = c . (  J, p, c) 
of the variables, which are included in the time derivatives in the conservation laws (18). At 
Jm << p (this can be satisfied for particles of composition A1203 and a melt of Fe/, we obtain 
J ¢ r (c . )=  pA +-----X (c - c.) + cmJ. (39) 
P 
If the adsorption properties of the surface are described by the Langmuir dependence 
kc.  
r(c*) = 1 + kc.lr~' 
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we obtain the dependencies 
ct= P---c+ h p h (c -c . )=cs(p , J , c ) ,  (40) p+h 7.-~c. =cdp, J, c), c, =c+ j -~  p +- - -~ 
in which c. satisfies the equation 
c. + c. - c + ro~J¢ + - -k -c  = 0. 
To close system of equations (18), it is necessary to determine in the chemical potential #1 
from (18) the part, depending on the surface nergy. For this, we represent the principal ther- 
modynamic dentity (4) in the form 
d~ = -S  dT + # dp + P#I dc - ~J da - jo dw, (41) 
= Eo  - TS  - qa J  - wjo. 
The adsorption Langmuir dependence orresponds to the dependence of the surface tension on 
the concentration ) 
We obtain from the formula presented that 
c .= ~exp~ 1 =c.(a,T).  (43) 
On the other hand, equation (39) makes it possible to determine the function J(p, c, a, T, w) 
j = pA c - c, 
p + h (¢r (c , )  - cm)" 
After determining the coefficient in the differential form (41) at da, we can integrate the form (41) 
once with respect to a, and thereby isolate in the chemical potential the dependence onthe surface 
tension in the explicit form. 
Equations (18) describe an arbitrary regime of self-consistent motion of particles and the gra- 
dient field of the admixture concentrations acting on them, which changes as a result of this 
motion. For the case of low velocities in the isothermal case at p -- const, we can isolate, in 
system of equations (18), the solutions of the type 
v=O,  
"~ + pBnw = -~ Jvo ' ,  
P8 
O(cp) +div (p+csw BaaV#l~ 0t - -~-  ] = 0, (44) 
OJ 
+ div (Jw) = 0. 
Equations (44) are closed by the relations 
p A 
cs=C+mJA+p(C-C . ) ,  ps=rnJ, 
#1 = #1(c, c., p, T, w), 
a = ao - FooRTln ( l  + F~c. ) , 
in which the function c. is determined from the equation 
c2, + c, - c + FooJ~ + - Tc  = o. 
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